THANK YOU FOR SELECTING THE ‘CRA PORTFOLIO PREPARATION’ VIDEO
BY James Soque, CRA, OCT-C, COA, FOPS

NO continuing education credits are being awarded for this course.

The CRA Certification is the most challenging and esteemed certification offered by the OPS Board of Certification. A properly prepared CRA portfolio by the candidate is one of its’ five requirements for submission of the complete CRA application. This course will review the CRA portfolio process and guide the attendee through the decision making process for a correct and complete image submission set. This course will give examples of correct and incorrect images, discussing details of proper camera technique, for stereo imaging, fluorescein angiography, photographing into the periphery, the 7-standard fields, fundus and fluorescein angiography, why these various image types are important diagnostically, and preparation of files for submission. The most current edition of the CRA Program Guide, January 2017, Version 13d will be referenced. Upon completion of this course, the students will be able to outline the requirements of image submission for CRA certification as well as discuss correct image selection and image quality considerations. They will have the understanding of proper fundus camera technique and why the Portfolio requires this high level. Additionally the students will understand why each of these types of fundus photos are important and what they can be used for diagnostically.

YOUR PASSWORD TO THE VIDEO IS: OpsCRA

YOU CAN BEGIN WATCHING THIS VIDEO AT: https://www.opsweb.org/page/CRAPrepWebinar

Access will remain active for 7 days.

If you have any questions, please contact us at ops@opsweb.org
We hope you enjoy!

Sincerely yours,
The Ophthalmic Photographers’ Society